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Green Leasing Defined
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High Performance vs. Green 
Definition
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Why “Green” the Lease?
1. Standard commercial leases contain no language 
regarding sustainability issues.

2. Modified gross and net leases often divide who pays for 
efficiency improvement and who benefits. 

3. 3rd party certification systems (LEED, Energy Star) 
contain requirements such as energy data reporting that 
should be addressed in the lease.

4. Federal, state, and local regulations increasingly require 
sustainability/efficiency measures and energy 
consumption reporting.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The lease has become a behemoth of a document…. It’s a stressful practice for many, and has traditionally been a zero-sum game. Green leasing is not a sustainability strategy – it’s a tactic to achieve your sustainability goals and excel in energy performance
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Environment Is Changing
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Leasing Basics: Lease Structures
Full service 

gross
Modified 

gross

Triple Net 
(NNN) 
Lease

Owner pays for all 
core building 
operating and 
capital expenses.

Owner pays for 
capital and a 
“pool” of 
operating 
expenses. 

Tenant pays all 
increases in the 
pool after the first 
year of the lease.

Tenant pays base 
rent and all 
operating costs 
defined in the 
lease, and may or 
may not pay for 
capital 
improvements.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now, let’s focus on how leases actually work. There are many different types of leases. Just remember that there is a spectrum of lease types, and things have typically been on the edgesNet… base rent + operating costs + property taxNet net… Net + InsuranceNNN, Triple Net, Net Net Net… Net net + MaintenanceCan’t assume what your leases are like – vary based on sector, market, age, everything. The most important is the triple net lease, or NNN lease. This is generally used for retail leases, and commercial leases are trending towards more “net” clauses.
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The Split Incentive
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What can you do?
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Examples of Key Green Clauses
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Examples of Key Green Clauses
 Construction – who is doing construction; is there a green T/I package; what 

type of materials are covered – paint, carpet, ceiling tiles, fasteners, furniture, 
etc. – mandate or suggested?; off gassing; WELL air quality measuring?

 LEED/Energy Star/BREEM – reasonable efforts, good faith efforts or must 
deliver risk; who pays for annual measuring and verification; dynamic plaque –
wanted or hated?

 Rules and Regulations – recycling, green cleaning, supplies, bikes, ride share, 
water bottles, cups/mugs, procurement

 Renewables – who pays for install, maintenance, repair – must cost be net 
neutral to building; should power to the building be all green, some green, do 
tenants know or care?
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Start Somewhere
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Small Changes, Big Impacts



14Value Proposition

Source: http://www.imt.org/resources/detail/green-
building-and-property-value

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A small amount of operational savings can be huge for the appraisal and sale of your building!Green leases can save about .50 cents per square foot… see how much that changes value
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Green Lease Leaders:

Green Leasing Leaders – what is it, who is involved, how can you get involved?

- Landlord Requirements:  The following requirements must be met in order to be eligible for recognition:

1) A narrative description of the applicant’s internal green leasing initiative must be included as part of the 
application. The narrative portion will be scored based on the number of green leasing-related accomplishments 
achieved.

2) At least two signed and executed green leases must be included along with the application*, to 
show that companies or broker teams applying for Green Lease Leader recognition haves leases that meet the Green 
Lease Standards. Information on basic lease requirements can be found below, while requirements are fully defined on 
pages 2-4 of the Green Lease Leaders application.

Prerequisite: Tenant cost recovery clause that can be used for energy efficiency-related capital improvements. 
This typically means that the list of operating expenses is expanded to include capital expenses intended to save 
energy, with the annual pass-through amount most often determined either by an amortization schedule or projected 
savings.
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Green Lease Leaders - continued
 Minimum Additional Criteria (provisions must contain at least three of the following):

 Provision requiring tenant disclosure of monthly utility data to facilitate whole-building energy benchmarking.

 Minimum standards and/or tenant improvement specifications for energy efficiency. (For example, “Tenant 
improvements will conform to LEED C.I. standard or better.” “Tenants will install ENERGY STAR appliances only.” 
This may also cover items like lighting specification or available plug load watts per square foot.)

 Sustainable operations and maintenance rules and regulations. (Language should cover restricted HVAC weekend 
operating hours, janitorial services provided during daytime hours, tenants not allowed to bring in space heaters).

 Sub-metering of tenant spaces or separate metering of tenant plug load and equipment, including data centers. 
Ideally tenants are billed according to actual use rather than on a pro-rata basis.

 Landlord agrees to incorporate energy management best practices into building operations, such as regular 
benchmarking, energy audits, or commissioning of building systems.
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www.GreenLeaseLibrary.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Green Lease Library is the result of a collaboration among several stakeholders in the green leasing community (see below), and is maintained by the Institute for Market Transformation (IMT).  The website's purpose is to consolidate green leasing resources to provide a one-stop-shop for all audience types-- from building owners and tenants to lawyers and building raters.  The green lease library is organized by resource type, and resources are tagged by relevance to audience and building types.

http://www.greenleaselibrary.com/index.html
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Green Lease Library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some really great guidance documents…
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Green Lease Library

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some really great guidance documents…
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Questions?

Visit 
www.GreenLeaseLibrary.com

Andrew.feierman@imt.org 

http://www.greenleaselibrary.com/index.html
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Real Life Example -

How does one get Legal, Accounting, Property Management on 
Board to do this at Kimco? What is in our lease at this 
point? Are tenants aware? Do they care?
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